It has been observed previously that Random 3SAT exhibits a phase transition at a critical ratio of constraints to variables, where the average frequency of satis ability falls abruptly from near 1 to near 0. In this paper we look beyond satis ability to implicates and prime implicates of non-zero length and show experimentally that, for any given length, these exhibit their own phase transitions. All of these phase transitions appear to share the same critical point as the well-known satis ability phase transition. We also nd a rich, regular
Introduction
The Random 3SAT, xed clause-length distribution of propositional satis ability problems has been the subject of much theoretical and experimental investigation (e.g., Chv atal and Szemer edi, 1988 , Mitchell et al., 1992 ). The main property of interest in past work has been, as the name implies, satis ability | particularly average frequency of satis ability over a set of problem instances taken at a xed ratio of clauses to variables. This question of average satis ability has several di erent variations, and here we focus on two of these: the average numbers of implicates and of prime implicates (\PIs," for short) in Random 3SAT. We examine these numbers both for implicates and PIs of di erent, individual lengths and in the aggregate | that is, the average total number of implicates and PIs of all lengths. Like satis ability itself, these are algorithm-independent properties inherent in Random 3SAT. There are several good reasons for investigating these implicates and PIs experimentally. First, the satis ability phase transition from under-constrained (almost all satis able) to over-constrained (almost all unsatis able) problems in Random 3SAT is interesting both because it is so sharp and because experimentally the hardest problems are found to lie there Mitchell et al., 1992] . We may ask whether similar phase transitions take place for our problems which are variations on satis ability, and if so what features they might share with the satis ability phase transition. Might they lend us any insight into the satis ability phase transition itself? Second, implicates and PIs play important roles in the search space when satis ability is addressed using a backtracking algorithm: implicates correspond in a one-to-one way to nogoods de , and PIs correspond similarly to minimal nogoods. Studying the occurrence of implicates and PIs thus a ords potential insights into search. Satis ability can be viewed as a speci c kind of nite-domain constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) Mackworth, 1992 ] | and our observations and insights should extend qualitatively to more general such CSPs. Third, PIs also play a signi cant role in knowledge compilation, and we may gain insights there as well. Our results fall into three categories, accordingly: phase transitions, search, and knowledge compilation. In the rst category, we show that average numbers of implicates and PIs of individual lengths all have their own phase transitions. When the numbers of di erent-length implicates for a xed problem size are normalized to the same scale, the curves for all but the longest of them look much like the phase transition curve for satis ability (for a quick preview, see Figure 2 ). The normalized xed-length implicate curves steepen with increasing problem size, just as the satis ability curves do (Figure 4 ). Average numbers of PIs of individual, non-zero lengths exhibit distinct peaks (Figure 6 ). The normalized xed-length PI curves sharpen with increasing problem size ( Figure 7 ) | these are phase transitions too, and they are amenable to nite-size scaling Kirkpatrick and Selman, 1994] (Figure 8 ). All of these phase transitions appear to share the same critical point, meaning that the curves for implicates or PIs of any xed, nite length all may approach in nite slope together at this point in the limit as problem size goes to in nity. At xed problem size, curves are less steep for greater lengths, re ecting a natural ordering of the distance of these variations on satis ability from the satis ability question itself (Figures 2 and 5 ). In the second category, our most important results for search depend on the observation that it appears that in the asymptotic limit all of these phase transitions for individual nite lengths will crowd the common critical point. This has immediate rami cations for CSP search techniques which seek to exploit the existence of small nogoods | including arc consistency, forward checking, and length-limited learning Dechter, 1990 ] | when they are employed on large random problems. Consistency techniques are unlikely to have much e ect for almost any problem in the underconstrained region when used in a pre-processing fashion. Nogood-based techniques which are interleaved with search will have more e ect in the under-constrained region as search depth increases. Our results here complement those of Gent and Walsh 1996] about the e ectiveness of unit propagation (forward checking) in this region. We also discuss the relationship between the location of a peak in the average aggregate number of PIs (see Section 3.7) and the occurrence of \extraordinarily hard problems" in Random 3SAT near that peak. In the third category, our results on PI phase transitions have rami cations for knowledge compilation approaches which are based on PIs. An approach that uses small PIs to approximate satis able formulas ( Kautz and Selman, 1994] ) is unlikely to formulate a non-empty approximation outside of the critical region. An approach that collects all PIs ( Reiter and de Kleer, 1987] ) is likely to have more di culty in the region of the PI aggregate peak. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 lists important concept de nitions, examples, and conventions. Section 3 describes our experiments and the results on implicate and PI phase transitions which we have described above. We discuss the rami cations of these results for search and knowledge compilation in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. In Section 6, we discuss some possibilities for future work, and in Section 7 we conclude.
De nitions
We need de nitions of concepts falling into two major categories: logic-related concepts to support our discussion of implicates and PIs; and CSP-related concepts to support our observations about search. We also introduce some terminological and notational conventions.
Logic-related Concepts
We deal with propositional logic, throughout.
A logic variable, which is represented by a symbol (e.g., p), ranges over the values \true" and \false." (When the context is clear, we will refer to this simply as a \variable.") A literal is a logic variable or its negation (e.g., p, :p). A clause is a disjunction of literals (e.g., (p _ :q _ r)). When convenient, we treat a clause as the set of its literals, or vice versa.
A clause which contains both a literal and its negation (e.g., (p _ :p _ q)) is trivial.
A conjunctive normal formula (CNF) F is a conjunction of clauses (e.g., ((p _ :q _ r)^(p _ s))). In this paper, all input formulas will be CNF with non-trivial clauses. When convenient, we treat a CNF as the set of its clauses, or vice versa. A 3SAT formula is a CNF in which all clauses have length 3. Our main topic and the subject of all our experiments is 3SAT formulas. The resolution operation combines two clauses A and B mentioning complementary literals l and l 0 , respectively (e.g., A = (p _ q), B = (p _ :q)), to produce a single clause which mentions all literals in either clause except the complementary ones ( A ? l] B ? l 0 ] = (p)). In addition, we require that A B include no pair of complementary literals besides fl; l 0 g; this excludes trivial clauses as inputs and outputs for resolution.
The set R of resolvents of a formula F is the set of clauses resulting from the closure of the resolution operation over F, including the input clauses in F. The set I of implicates of a formula F is the set of all non-trivial clauses C over the variables of F such that F j = C, where j = is the propositional entailment operator. E.g., all the clauses comprising the resolvents R are of F implicates of F.
A clause C subsumes a clause C 0 if the literals of C are a subset of the literals of C 0 . E.g., the clause (a _ b) subsumes the clause (a _ b _ c). A prime implicate (PI) of a formula F is an implicate C of F such that C is subsumed by (contains) no other implicate C 0 of F. I.e., the set of clauses P resulting when subsumed members are removed from the set of implicates I of F comprises all of the PIs of F.
Let us consider some simple examples. Suppose we are given F 0 = ((a _ b _ c)^(a _ b _ :c)). The set of resolvents is R 0 = ((a _ b _ c)^(a _ b _ :c)^(a _ b)), and the set of PIs P 0 = ((a _ b)), because (a _ b) subsumes both input clauses. Suppose we are given the unsatis able formula F 1 = ((r)^(:r)). Then the set of resolvents is R 1 = ((r)^(:r)^()), and the set of PIs P 1 = (()). This same set of PIs P = (()) will result for any unsatis able formula. For a more complex (but still manageable) example, consider the 3SAT instance 
CSP-related Concepts
In order to make the connection between implicates and search nogoods explicit, we also need some de nitions of general CSP concepts.
A CSP variable ranges over a nitely enumerable domain. In propositional satis ability, all variables have the domain ftrue; falseg.
A constraint over a set of CSP variables speci es which combinations of assignments of values for those variables will be allowed in solutions. In satis ability, each clause allows all such sets of variable value assignments except one: the one which negates all of the clause's literals, exhausting the disjunction. 1 E.g., the clause (p _ :q _ r) allows all assignment sets except fp = false; q = true; r = falseg.
A nogood is an assignment set which is disallowed by a problem's constraints.
So, the assignment set fp = false; q = true; r = falseg is a nogood of any 3SAT formula which includes the clause (p _ :q _ r).
A minimal nogood is a nogood which is subsumed by no other nogood of the same problem instance. In satis ability, there is an obvious one-to-one mapping between minimal nogoods and prime implicates (PIs). An input nogood is a nogood which may be read immediately o one the problem's input constraints. A direct nogood is any nogood which is subsumed by an input nogood. In 3SAT, all direct nogoods have length L 3. An indirect nogood is any nogood which is not direct. Indirect nogoods may be identi ed through resolution in SAT, through consistency processing or a suitable generalization of resolution in CSPs, or through backtracking search. In 3SAT, all nogoods of length L < 3 are indirect. An ultimate nogood is a direct or indirect nogood. Unless we specify otherwise, all nogoods are ultimate.
Useful Conventions
It is somewhat cumbersome to display nogoods in assignment set form, so for SAT we usually stick to the clause form, which conveys the same information. For convenience, we de ne the direct implicates of a CNF as the clauses corresponding to the direct nogoods. We also may speak similarly of indirect, ultimate, and input implicates. We adopt as another convention the attachment of numeric pre ces to the terms \clause," \implicate," \PI" (prime implicate), or \nogood" by a number to indicate their length. Thus, \3-PI" (e.g.) means \a prime implicate of length 3," and \L-implicate" means \an implicate of length L." We occasionally also use this convention in other related contexts where its meaning should be clear.
Experiments
In this section, we present our experimental results, using the following structure. Section 3.1 describes the Random 3SAT problem space. Section 3.2 describes our experimental framework, the computational complexity of implicate and prime implicate (PI) generation, and some general features of our algorithms and their implementations. Section 3.3 provides background on the well-known satis ability phase transition, which is in principle similar to our discovered implicate and PI phase transitions. Section 3.4 includes the results for implicates of individual lengths; Section 3.5 has the results for individual-length PIs. We defer detailed analysis of these results till Section 3.6, so that we can address implicates and PIs together. Section 3.7 presents experimental results on implicates and PIs taken in the aggregate, which are qualitatively di erent from those for individual-length cases.
Random 3SAT
Instances of Random 3SAT are parameterized by two values: n, the number of variables; and m, the number of clauses which are to be generated. All input clauses are of size 3; these are generated by selecting a set of 3 variables randomly from among the n available variables with uniform probability 1= n 3 and negating each with uniform probability 1/2. The resulting instance in general may include duplicate clauses, so that less than m unique clauses can occur; it also may mention less than n di erent variables, particularly if m is small compared to n. For purposes of scaling across di erent problem sizes (di erent values of n), the constraint ratio = m=n is used; this is expressed in units of clauses/variable.
Methods
Implicate and prime implicate (PI) generation is more di cult than satis ability checking, both in the worst case and on average. The backtracking search space for a propositional formula over n variables has a maximum size of O(2 n ) nodes; the formula itself can have at most 2 n models (it will if it is a tautology). The same formula can have 3 n implicates (it will if it is unsatis able), or (3 n =n) PIs Chandra and Markowsky, 1978] . We report on all implicates and PIs only for small problem sizes | n 2 3; 10] for implicates and n 2 3; 12] for PIs. In these small-n experiments, we generate 1000 separate 3SAT instances at each constraint ratio data point, with the data points spaced just one clause apart. When it doesn't clutter our graphs too much, we display error bars indicating 95%-con dence intervals (obtained using the normal approximation). The con dence intervals we observed for the values plotted in these graphs never were so wide as to cause concern about the quality of our data or the variance of the quantities in question; the plots for the means and medians all look qualitatively similar | see Figures 10 and 12 for examples. The experiments for the largest n in each case took about a day to run on an unloaded SPARC-10 workstation. All-implicates/-PIs experiments with larger n require coarser data points, fewer instances (hence lower con dence in results), more time, and/or faster implementations or computer architectures. Our algorithms for generating all implicates and PIs are implemented in Lisp. The PI generation algorithm is a non-incremental version of Tison's algorithm 1967] with trie-based subsumption machinery de Kleer, 1992 , Rymon, 1992 and the dynamic variable-ordering heuristic of minimizing the predicted number of generated resolvents. The implicate generation algorithm steps through all possible implicates to see whether they are subsumed by generated PIs stored in a trie. It is much less expensive to generate implicates or PIs only up to a small xed length L. For L = 0 (the empty implicate), this is just the satis ability question. For a formula F which has been shown to be satis able, we check each possible implicate I in turn by adding its negation to the input formula, creating F 0 , and then checking F 0 for satis ability. If F 0 is refuted, we know that I is an actual implicate of F. By starting with small L, we can notice already-subsumed implicates and not count these in PI generation. Since there are 2 L n L possible implicates of each length L, the cost of this method is O(2 L n L ) for small L. 2 For this task, we use a specialized version of Crawford and Auton's \tableau" satis ability checker 1996]. This implementation is written in C and is one of the fastest current satis ability algorithms. We used this method to nd all implicates and PIs of length L 2 1; 2] for selected problem sizes n up to 160. 3 As noted in Section 2.1 above, the set of all implicates is not necessarily the same as the set of all resolvents. Our experiments focus on implicates rather than resolvents for two reasons. First, formulas for which the resolvents and implicates di er (such as F 3 in Section 2.1) are rare in Random 3SAT except in the under-constrained region: they essentially require the clause graph to be disconnected. Second, the connection between implicates and search is more obvious, since there is an obvious one-to-one mapping between implicates and nogoods.
Describing Phase Transitions
Here we provide some background on the satis ability phase transition, which will serve as our point of departure for discussing the phase transitions for implicates and prime implicates (PIs). Figure 1 shows the satis ability phase transition for selected problem sizes. The application of the term \phase transition" to this problem space is motivated by analogy to phase changes in real physical systems, such as the transition with increasing temperature of a substance from a liquid to a gas. In Random 3SAT, the constraint ratio = m=n is analogous to temperature: as we add more clauses to the system, it changes (more abruptly with increasing problem size), to a di erent qualitative state | from almost always satis able to almost always unsatis able. Frequently the phrase \critical region" is used to describe the region in which a phase transition occurs. A critical point is a constraint ratio at which phase transition curves for di erent n intersect. In Figure 1 we see a critical point in the neighborhood of = 4:2. This point is not the only point of interest in Random 3SAT, though, for nite n. The 50%-satis able point for given n is the constraint ratio at which on average 50% of the instances are satis able Mitchell et al., 1992] . In Figure 1 , the 50%-satis able point shifts leftward as the phase transition sharpens with increasing n. 4 Let c" denote the asymptotic critical point, at which phase transition curves tend to intersect in the limit as n ! 1. Let 50%" denote the asymptotic 50%-satis able point. It is generally believed that %-satis able approaches a step function asymptotically, so c" = 50%" . The best estimates for c" come from the 50%-satis able point observed in experiments with a nite n as large as possible. Crawford and Auton 1996] have run experiments with the largest Random 3SAT problems to date (up to n = 300) in the critical region; they nd c ' 4:258.
As we have pointed out, this well-known phase transition in average satis ability also can be interpreted as a phase transition in the average number of implicates or PIs of length 0. In the following sections, we report on phase transitions for implicates and PIs of non-zero length.
Implicates
Here we present results on implicates of individual lengths. Implicates are important to understanding search because they have a one-to-one correspondence to nogoods. These curves all are normalized to a common scale by dividing the observed numbers by the maximum number 2 L n L possible for each L. These normalized curves give us a picture of how fast each set of possible L-implicates lls up. As we scan Figure 2 from left to right (and L decreases), we see that the sets for longer implicates ll up faster, and the curve for L = 1 looks more like the satis ability phase transition than the curve for L = 6. Figure 3 shows normalized implicates also, but only the direct implicates. (Recall that direct implicates are subsumed by input clauses.) Comparing Figure 3 to Figure 2 , we see that most implicates for L near n are direct. Most implicates for L near 0 (and all implicates for L < 3) are indirect; it is these shorter implicates that exhibit pronounced phase transitions. Figure 4 shows how normalized implicate curves for xed L > 0 sharpen with increasing n, just as they do for L = 0. Note the critical point (common point of intersection) near 4.2 clauses/variable and the transition's sharpening as n increases. Figure 4 deals speci cally with 2-implicates, but we have found the same behavior for all lengths L which we have examined. We defer further discussion of this behavior 
Figure 2: Normalized mean numbers of implicates of length L, including 0-implicates (satis ability), for problem size n = 6. As the curves are read from left (longer implicates) to right (shorter ones), they become more in character like the satis ability phase transition.
until Section 3.6.
Prime Implicates
Here we present results on prime implicates (PIs) of individual lengths. PIs are important to understanding search and knowledge compilation because they have a one-to-one correspondence to minimal nogoods. Figure 5 shows the number of PIs of di erent lengths occurring for problem size n = 9. Figure 5 also includes average satis ability data for the same problem size, representing the PIs of length 0 (0-PIs) which would not show up well at the same scale. L-PI peaks are perceptible in this graph for L 2 1; 5]; a non-zero 6-PI peak is imperceptible at this scale. 5 These peaks line up in the same order as the normalized implicate curves | from left to right with decreasing L. We discuss this behavior further in Section 3.6. Figure 6 shows how the 2-PI peak evolves with increasing n. Again, we perform a 
Figure 3: Normalized mean numbers of direct implicates of length L for problem size n = 6. The direct implicates are predicted analytically (see Section 6). The curves for longer implicates start at the left-hand side (or top) of the graph. There are no direct implicates for L < 3 in 3SAT. Comparing these curves to those for all implicates in Figure 2 , we infer that the presence of indirect implicates leads to sharper transitions.
normalization step in order to compare these curves directly. Figure 7 shows some of the same data as Figure 6 and some data for larger n, with all peak values normalized to 1. Once more, a distinct critical point is apparent in the neighborhood of = 4:3. These peaking curves are di erent from the S-shaped curves of numbers of implicates, but we can consider them to be phase transitions and apply the same tools. Figure 8 shows the result of applying a nite-size scaling approach Selman, 1994, Crawford and Auton, 1996 ] to the normalized data in Figure 7 . This approach is taken from statistical mechanics, motivated by analogy of this random problem space to physical systems which also exhibit phase transitions and have a power law behavior with exponent . The main idea behind nite-size scaling is to rotate the phase transition curves for di erent n, with di erent slopes, about the common critical point until the all the slopes are equal and the curves match up. We rotate each curve about the critical point using the standard transformation y = n 1= ( ? c ). Here we used c = 4:3 and minimized error with = 1:70. We have optimized to minimize the mean-squared sum of di erences between pairs of slopes through the curves half-way up on the right-hand side. Other objective functions (based on slopes of the left-hand side or location of the peaks) give similar results. Figure 4: Mean numbers of implicates of length 2 for selected problem sizes n. The phase transition sharpens with increasing n. This graph also is representative of the implicate phase transition for other lengths L besides 2. Figure 9 shows residuals for the resulting nite-size scaling t and for a simple linear t, in terms of clauses m and variables n. Because the peaks for large n tend to atten out, we center them by reporting a weighted average p : for any whose corresponding normalized value's 95%-con dence interval exceeds 1.0, we weight it by the amount of that excess. We report the mean value of y( p ) for all curves, -4.418, as y( p ) in our t: m = n( c + y( p )n ?1= ). The linear least-squares t is m = 4:159n ? 12:365.
We have found the same qualitative behavior for PIs of other lengths L > 1 in Random 3SAT. 0-PIs don't peak; they only plateau | this is the satis ability phase transition. 1-PIs peak, but they peak to the right of the satis ability phase transition critical point and then move left towards it, just like the 50%-satis able point does. Because the peaks simultaneously are narrowing and rotating about a common critical point, we expect that as n ! 1 the asymptotic peak and critical points should converge; that is, p" = c" . In the next section, we try to shed some light on why implicate and PI phase transitions occur as they do, and on how they are related. Figure 7 . Finite-size scaling seems to give a better t here, just as it does in the case of satis ability (see Selman, 1994, Crawford and Auton, 1996] ).
Explanation
One of the most obvious properties of the implicate curves in Figure 2 is that they line up by decreasing lengths from left to right. To see why this must happen, note that for every implicate I of length L < n, for every L 0 : L < L 0 n, I subsumes 2 L 0 ?L n?L n?L 0 implicates of length L 0 . Thus, the normalized curves for longer implicates are destined to rise and saturate more quickly. This explains the natural ordering for implicate curves of di erent lengths. The analogous question of why numbers of prime implicates (PIs) of di erent lengths rise and fall to form peaks, and why the peaks line up in the same order as the implicate phase transitions for the same length, has a related explanation. We just said that longer direct implicates are generated more quickly than shorter ones. Longer indirect implicates are generated more quickly than shorter ones at low constraint ratios, where little overlap (with respect to variables | speci cally with respect to complementary literals) of direct nogoods takes place. For example, 2-resolvents take two 3-clauses to generate; the participating clauses must mention exactly the same set of variables, with one in complementary senses (e.g., (a _ b _ c), (a _ b _ :c)).
Longer, 4-resolvents can be generated when two 3-clauses share just one variable, in complementary senses (e.g., (a _ b _ c), (:c _ d _ e)). The longer implicates then begin to be subsumed at higher constraint ratios, as more overlapping takes place and shorter implicates are generated. As the constraint ratio is increased and more, shorter indirect implicates are generated, longer implicates are subsumed and can no longer be PIs. When the subsumption rate overtakes the generation rate, the longer implicates peak and fall o . The ordering from left to right of the PI peaks by length thus is inherent in the same ordering for the implicate curves. Finally, the question of why the phase transitions for implicates and PIs of di erent lengths all appear to tend toward the same critical point is more di cult; we have no ready explanation for this. It is certainly intriguing that these critical points already seem so evident at such low problem sizes as n = 10. This also is true for the phase transitions for implicates and PIs of length L = 0 (satis ability); we are aware of no existing explanations for this speci c case either.
Aggregate Implicate and PI Numbers
If instead of focusing on implicates or prime implicates (PIs) of a xed length, we examine the set of all implicates or PIs or all lengths, a very di erent picture emerges. Figure 10 shows how the individual-length implicate curves whose normalized versions appear in Figure 2 combine to produce the aggregate curve for implicates of all lengths for problem size n = 6. Figure 11 shows normalized aggregate implicate curves for n 2 3; 10]. The normalized curve steepens with increasing n; it is not clear what the asymptotic limit of the slope near 0 will be. Figure 5 combine to produce the aggregate curve for PIs of all lengths for problem size n = 9. Figure 13 shows normalized aggregate PI curves for selected n 2 3; 10]. The normalized curve narrows with increasing n; it also may be shifting to the left (see Section 4). The aggregate implicate subsumption rate overtakes the aggregate implicate generation rate at this point. Since every individual-length peak increases with problem size, the aggregate peak's stability must derive from the steady introduction of new L-peaks at smaller constraint ratios with increasing n. Our comprehensive, all-lengths PI data for n 2 3; 12] suggests that small new L-peaks (for L > 3) are introduced in the neighborhood of = 1; as n increases after their introduction, they grow larger and move to the right; before n increases very much (and the peaks have moved to the neighborhood of = 2), other, larger-L-peaks introduced later begin to dominate them in absolute numbers. The means, medians, and 95%-con dence intervals in Figure 12 demonstrate an important point: this conspicuous peak in the under-constrained region does not result from outliers, as is the case for some so-called \extraordinarily hard problems" (see Section 4). 
Relevance to Search
Given the connection between implicates and nogoods, and between prime implicates (PIs) and minimal nogoods (see Section 2.2), we can make some conclusions. We base these on two key observations.
In the limit as n ! 1, it appears that there are no implicates/nogoods of any xed nite length below c" | the asymptotic satis ability phase transition critical point.
In the limit as n ! 1, it appears that all peaks for PIs/minimal nogoods of xed nite length are in the immediate vicinity of c" .
Many heuristics for search are designed to identify, and then subsequently avoid, small nogoods. Two of the most commonly used such search heuristics are L-consistency processing Freuder, 1978 ] (e.g., forward checking, arc consistency) and L-limited learning Dechter, 1990] . L-consistency processing can be applied either statically, before search, or dynamically, on each sub-problem during search. The implicate phase transition results indicate that static L-consistency pre-processing with large n will have very little e ect on most problems in the under-constrained region. On the other hand, in the transition region and in the over-constrained region there are many short implicates, so that if these implicates can be found e ciently any of these techniques should be quite e ective. Almost all satis ability checkers (see, e.g., Crawford and Auton, 1993]) use unit propagation, which is an application of forward checking. The (n ? L)-variable subproblems of Random 3SAT form a di erent distribution from Random 3SAT itself, but only slightly so when L is small compared to n. This means that when n is large, there will be very few small implicates for such heuristics to nd anywhere in the under-constrained region. Dynamic small-L-consistency processing may be used to help nd the longer implicates in this region, though. Gent and Walsh 1996] give us a picture of when unit propagation is useful in Random 3SAT, by plotting the ratio of unit propagation steps to variable branchings at di erent constraint ratios. They refer to the pervasive inapplicability of unit resolution early in the under-constrained region as a \constraint gap." The constraint gap curve follows an S-shape, similar to that for an implicate phase transition, but generally less steep. Although they report that the curve may be sharpening, it is not clear from their data whether it will sharpen into a step function in the limit or not. The precise relationship between the constraint gap and the other phase transitions we discuss would be interesting to investigate further. Figure 13: Normalized mean aggregate numbers of prime implicates for selected problem sizes n. The narrower peaks are for larger n. The wide peak for n = 3 is o -center from the other peaks.
The aggregate PI peak correlates extremely closely with a local peak in di culty in the execution of Crawford and Auton's tableau satis ability algorithm 1993]: for the small n for which we can collect aggregate PI data, both peaks occur near = 2:0. At larger n (up to 150), the tableau di culty local peak shifts to near = 1:9, and its size relative to the di culty of the hardest problems also goes down. Crawford and Auton speculated that the local peak could be an artifact of the branching heuristics tableau uses. This might indicate that tableau's branching heuristics are less e ective in a region dense in PIs, if the aggregate PI peak continues to coincide with it. Our PI phase transition results suggest that a stable peak would be comprised of longer PIs as n increases. Perhaps tableau's branching heuristics are relatively less confounded by these longer PIs. Gent and Walsh 1994] have speculated that the aggregate PI peak could be related causally to the occasional occurrence of extraordinarily hard instances in the under-constrained region. Hogg and Williams 1994] report similar occurrence of extraordinarily hard instances in the under-constrained region for a random distribution of graph coloring problems. One reason this can happen is that a bad assignment sequence at the top of the search tree corresponds to an implicate, and chronological backtracking thrashes over the remaining sub-tree until it is exhausted. We call this the \early mistake" problem. Our phase transition results suggest that very small implicates will be rare in the region of the aggregate peak in Random 3SAT when n is large, but even fairly large implicates could become troublesome early mistakes when an also-large sub-tree still remains to be thrashed on. Baker 1995] argues that no instances in the under-constrained region may be inherently hard in themselves; it may be that they all can be solved in relatively short time by using dependency-directed backtracking (DDB), which is designed speci cally to eliminate this thrashing behavior. The main drawback of DDB is that it requires storing all currently minimal nogoods until a solution is found. Our phase transition results indicate that the aggregate PI peak will be comprised of longer and longer PIs as n increases. We still don't know whether there would be any problems in this region that turn out actually to be extraordinarily hard for DDB (e.g., because they require storing an exponential number of very long implicates); Baker has found no such instances. For another perspective on such extraordinarily hard instances in under-constrained regions of random problem spaces, see Selman and Kirkpatrick, 1996] .
Relevance to Knowledge Compilation
Knowledge compilation has the objective of reducing the cost of search over large (propositional) knowledge bases by pre-computing as much information as possible. Some of the best-known approaches to knowledge compilation are based on prime implicates (PIs). For example, Kautz and Selman 1994] evaluate unit clause approximations to propositional formulas in a variation of the knowledge compilation approach presented in Selman and Kautz, 1991] . Their approach approximates a formula F by two bounding formulas: a greatest lower bound F glb , which is stronger than the input formula; and a least upper bound F lub , which is weaker than the input. A restricted language (in this case, the language of unit clause CNFs) is chosen for the bounding approximations so that reasoning with them is tractable. A query F j = Q is evaluable with respect to these approximations alone if F glb j = = Q or if F lub j = Q, questions which themselves can be determined using a refutation approach. The approximations may not su ce to evaluate the query; then a more complete reasoning system can be employed if desired.
In the unit clause approximations, it turns out that F lub = 1-P, the set of unit PIs of F. Kautz and Selman evaluate the unit clause approximations using formulas from the critical region in Random 3SAT; they show that such approximations succeed in answering a large percentage of queries in which Q consists of a single L-clause for L 2 1; 3]. Their choice of the critical region was intended to show that this knowledge compilation approach can answer hard queries | knowledge compilation probably isn't necessary if queries are easy, as they will be for most theories in the under-constrained region; most interesting knowledge bases will be consistent, so they are outside of the over-constrained region. It thus appears that knowledge compilation will pay o best when knowledge bases are on right on the edge of inconsistency. Our results on PI phase transitions show that this is fortunate, because there are almost no small PIs in the under-constrained region | hence, almost always empty small-clause least upper bounds. Moving into the under-constrained region thus removes half the power of small-clause knowledge compilation, so that it is likely to be relatively ine ective. In another knowledge compilation approach, Reiter and de Kleer collect the set of all PIs P 1987]. In generating P, the most time-consuming instances will occur at the aggregate PI peak, well into the under-constrained region. Knowledge compilation in this region is likely to be infeasible for large n if it is necessary to generate all PIs. Selman and Kautz 1991] formulate F lub as the set of all PIs which are Horn clauses. Del Val 1994] formulates F lub as the set of all PIs which satisfy a \ lter" condition. In both of these latter approaches, F lub has the potential to be larger when it includes more long PIs, so we expect that they also may experience more di culty in the region of the aggregate PI peak.
Future Work
One extension of our results could be to estimating average numbers of implicates or prime implicates (PIs) for lengths or problem sizes beyond our current abilities to collect data for them. Existing analytical techniques are not powerful enough to make accurate predictions about these numbers in all cases of interest.
The average number of direct nogoods or implicates of each possible length L 2 3; n]
for a Random 3SAT instance sample with n variables and m clauses can be predicted quite accurately analytically. Let P d (L) be the probability that a clause of length L is a direct nogood. Let P s (L) be the probability that an implicate of length L is subsumed by a certain input nogood c. Each input clause of length 3 subsumes 2 L?3 n?3 n?L implicates of length L, so
(1?P s (L)) m , and the average number of direct L-implicates is 2 L n L P d (L). We used this technique to generate the data in Figure 3 . Williams and Hogg 1994] have developed successful analytical models based on direct nogoods alone to predict average satis ability and search costs for random distributions of CSPs. Predicting numbers of indirect nogoods/implicates, however, is much harder than for the direct ones, involving many conditional probabilities; in principle this is possible, but it may require exponential computation time. If it were feasible, we could predict the 50%-satis able point for given n by repeated sampling. Predicting prime implicates analytically certainly requires predicting indirect implicates, so this also appears to be beyond our current capabilities. We have not yet tried to extrapolate a general pattern of functional ts for the implicate and PI phase transitions which we have researched experimentally | e.g., by suggesting a functional form for the dependence of the exponents in nite-size scaling on the length L of implicates or PIs. In the best case, such a general pattern could tell us where, in constraint ratio terms, to expect the phase transition for implicates or PIs of any length and how sharp that phase transition will be. Also, we have omitted from this document discussion about the scaling of actual numbers of PIs with problem size, choosing instead to focus on the locations of the transitions. Growth of the average number of 1-PIs at the 50%-satis able point appears to atten out with increasing n; to what limit does this function go, and how quickly? What are the underlying causes of this trend, and what other insights could they a ord us? If we could answer these questions adequately, it might be possible to provide reasonable estimates of numbers of implicates and PIs of any length, for any n and m = n. The applicability of such results would be limited to Random 3SAT; nonetheless, we might apply the same methods of estimation to any random problem space, perhaps including some which are naturally occurring.
Conclusion
Satis ability is an algorithm-independent property of propositional formulas which may be generalized to a question of the average numbers of implicates or prime implicates (PIs) of any xed length. We have presented data about these further algorithm-independent properties of propositional formulas in the problem space of Random 3SAT. Our data indicates that implicates and PIs of di erent lengths exhibit phase transitions that share many of the characteristics of the familiar satis ability phase transition, manifesting a rich, regular structure in Random 3SAT. All of the phase transition curves steepen with increasing problem size; at xed problem size, curves are less steep for greater lengths, re ecting a natural ordering of the distance of these variations on satis ability from the satis ability question itself. These observations have several consequences. First, in the limit as problem size goes to in nity, it appears that almost all small PIs (PIs of any xed nite length) will be found in the critical region, and that almost no small implicates will be found in the under-constrained region. Second, because implicates correspond in a one-to-one way to nogoods (and PIs to minimal nogoods), these observations are important for understanding search in large random problem spaces. For most problems in the under-constrained region, we expect search techniques which rely on short nogoods to be of limited utility, because of the rarity of short implicates | until sub-problems become small enough and small implicates can exist again in signi cant numbers. This means that the phase transition e ect is not quite as noticeable for such techniques when they are used dynamically, during search, as it is when they are used in static pre-processing. Third, we expect knowledge compilation techniques based on the use of small implicates or PIs to be of limited utility for most problems in the underconstrained region. We have discovered these results in the context of Random 3SAT, but we believe that, like the satis ability threshold behavior, they will extend qualitatively to other problem spaces, including other satis ability distributions and random distributions for graph coloring, general constraint satisfaction, and more practical problems such as planning or scheduling.
